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WASTE OF FUEL ORDER

The Minister of Fuel and Power has made an Order, entitled the Waste

of Fuel Order, 1942.

The object of this Order is to prohibit the waste and the uneconomical
use and consumption of coal, gas, electricity, paraffin and liquid fuel.

The Order does not apply to fuel used for the propulsion of mechanical

vehicles, which has been.dealt with by the Motor Fuel Rationing Order.

By "waste of fuel", it is meant, for example, its use when not reasonably
necessary, its use in unnecessary quantity for a particular purpose, end the
use of fuel for a particular purpose when another kind of fuel is already
being used which would reasonably suffice for that purpose.

"Uneconomical use" means, for example, the failure to take, reasonable

steps, including the,provision of proper fittings and appliances to secure

reduction of consumption, and the failure to maintain such fittings in
serviceable condition.

The Order revokes the Advertisement Lighting (Restriction) Order made by
the Board of Trade on 11thMay, 1942, but re-enacts and extends the provisions.
These provisions (as explained in a previous Board of Trade announcement) have
as their chief object the prohibition of the use at any time of fuel for such

purposes as the lighting of shop windows and show cases, except insofar as the

particular lighting fittings used are reasonably necessary for illuminating
the general.interior of the shop for the purpose of serving the public. It

should he noted that the term "advertisement" as used in the Order includes tb

display of any article in the. course of any business.

The Minister may issue Directions under this Order with a view to
preventing waste and effecting all reasonable economy in consumption, of fuel
which may apply to special classes or descriptions of fuel, to special
classes of persons, and to specified areas or promises. Such Directions nay
also require persons carrying on undertakings to exhibit or post up notices

as .specified in the Directions and to designate members of their staff for th

purpose of securing and maintaining the efficient and economical use of fuel,
and preventing waste.

The Order also gives to persons authorised by the Minister the right to

enter, and inspect ’ premises, end -to inspect andtest fuel fittings and appliances.

The Fast of of Fuel Order comes into force on Monday, June 29, 1942.

The Order is made under the Defence Regulations, and penalties for

infringement of the Order are as laid down in those Regulations.
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